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ABSTRACT Motivated by emerging HVDC oscillation issues resulted from the interaction with AC grids,
impedance-based stability analysis has become an attractive approach in the de-risking studies due to
the capability of black-box modelling and clear physical meaning. However, impedance-based stability
assessment of HVDC is typically conducted either from the AC side or from the DC side, without fully
considering both AC and DC grid dynamics, thus impairs evaluation accuracy. In this paper, the nodal
admittance matrix based resonance mode analysis method is extended to include both AC and DC dynamics
through formulating a hybrid AC/DC nodal admittance matrix. In contrast to the widely adopted Nyquist-
based methods, the dynamic mode identification and damping ratio extraction using the frequency scanning
of modal impedances derived from nodal admittance matrix is more straightforward for stability check,
and the eigenvalue-decomposition based participation factor analysis is more useful in analyzing system
wide dynamic interaction and identifying oscillation sources, which is in favor of the design of mitigation
measures. The effectiveness of the described method is illustrated by case studies using a simple hybrid
AC/DC grid consisting of converter-interfaced generation, synchronous machine and HVDC. Stability
impacts of the strengths and modelling details of the connected AC grids for HVDC, the switching states
of parallel AC line(s) for HVDC, and different modulation modes of HVDC converters are analyzed. It is
observed, the AC-DC dynamic coupling can induce the interaction of the AC grids connected in different
HVDC terminals. EMT-simulations in MATLAB/Simulink validate the analytical results.

INDEX TERMS AC-DC dynamic coupling, dynamic mode, damping ratio, HVDC, stability assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to achieve massive grid integration of renewable
energy sources (RES) and long distance power transmis-
sion, multiple HVDC links have been constructed and inte-
grated into German grids [1], [2]. Since both HVDC and
RES are converter-interfaced components, the fast growth
of such power electronics devices in modern power systems
have resulted new dynamics and stability issues, and the
most commonly encountered one is the wideband resonance
stability [3]–[5]. Over the last decade, a series of oscilla-
tion incidents involving HVDC have been reported [6], [7].
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The recorded oscillation frequencies range from several Hz
to above 1 kHz. Typically they are triggered by the change of
operating conditions in involved systems [3], [4], [8], such as
the grid topology change induced by grid disturbances.

To reveal the mechanisms of such issues and prevent
them happening again, e.g. through adopting proper measures
in power system planning or operation stages, quite a few
studies have been conducted, either through electromagnetic
transient (EMT) analysis or analytical stability assessment
[4], [7], [8]. Although EMT analysis can usually give plau-
sible stability evaluation results through applying detailed
nonlinear grid models, EMT simulation is in most cases
time-consuming and incapable of capturing the underlying
mechanism of oscillation phenomenon, thus will mainly be
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used for validation in the paper [9]. As for the analytical
stability assessment, several widely used methods are: state-
space based method, Nyquist based method and nodal-based
Resonance Mode Analysis (RMA) method [5], [10]. For
easy understanding, the nodal-based RMA method will be
named as Ybus based method. Both Nyquist and Ybus based
methods are impedance methods, which are more popular
than state-space based method due to the strengths in natural
association with physical circuits and the capability of black-
box modelling. However, their application in the stability
assessment of HVDC and the resulted hybrid AC/DC grids is
typically conducted either in AC side or DC side while partly
neglecting or simplifying the dynamics of AC and DC side
grids [11]–[14], which may fail to identify the potential aris-
ing stability problems when the AC-DC dynamic coupling is
strong.

In order to get more complete model for hybrid AC/DC
grids including detailed AC and DC grid dynamics that
have been partly neglected or simplified in the past, multi-
port admittance model of HVDC converter that reserves the
AC-DC dynamic coupling has been developed [15], [16] and
furtherly applied in enhanced Nyquist based stability analysis
[17], [18]. However, these methods fail to identify the critical
dynamic modes and the participation factors (PFs) of grid
components, which hinders the identification of risk sources.
This issue was properly treated in the Ybus based method,
which uses nodal admittance matrix for stability assess-
ment [19]. But Ybus based method is typically applied to sin-
gle sequence component system, which neglects the coupling
between positive- and negative-sequence impedances [20].
Moreover, the integration of AC-DC dynamic coupling into
Ybus based method has not been found in literatures so far.
To bridge the above gaps, this paper extends the traditional
Ybus based method to integrate full dynamic couplings and
analyzes various stability impacts in hybrid AC/DC grids,
simultaneously contributing to accurate stability assessment
and better support in mitigation design.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
compares existing stability analysis methods and introduces
the proposed enhancement. Section III presents the test grid
including the detailed nonlinear model and the small-signal
modelling. Section IV shows the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method through case studies. Section V concludes the
work.

II. LIMITATIONS IN EXISTING STABILITY ANALYSIS
METHODS AND THE PROPOSED ENHANCEMENT
Figure 1. (a) shows a simple hybrid AC-DC grid with
embedded HVDC, synchronous machine (SM) and renew-
able energy source (RES). Two-level voltage-source con-
verter (VSC) based HVDC is adopted in the study.
The HVDC is parallel with a high-voltage AC (HVAC)
branch. Figure 1. (b) shows the RES and the feed-
ing route, e.g. for representing the application of wind
park integration. An aggregated single-converter model was
adopted.

FIGURE 1. Hybrid AC-DC grid with embedded HVDC, SM and RES.

Multiple converter-interfaced components and controllers
are involved in the system, with the potential for stability-
critical interactions. For the stability check of such a test
grid, the most widely used analytical methods including the
state-space based method, Nyquist based method and Ybus
based method are compared in TABLE 1. Limitations of the
compared methods regarding the state-of-the-art are marked
with red letters. Some disadvantages are marked with orange
letters.

TABLE 1. Comparison of small-signal stability analysis tools.

For the state-space based method, it requires detailed infor-
mation on the circuit, control and parameters of a system to
build system state-space model, which is naturally incapable
of black-box modelling and lack of scalability [5], [21].
While for the Nyquist based methods, it is shown in [10] that
bode plots can not predict system stability accurately under
certain conditions and Nyquist diagrams are not straight-
forward in checking the right-half plane (RHP) poles and
the encirclements of (-1, 0). Moreover, when checking the
stability of strongly meshed AC/DC grids using Nyquist
based methods, it is difficult to partition the system into
source-load subsystems at any point and it may require the
stability check at multiple partitioning points [14], which
weakens the suitability of the method for complex systems.
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As for the Ybus based method, it has the best scalability
but lacks the integration of asymmetrical control coupling
and AC-DC dynamic coupling regarding the state-of-the-
art. To simultaneously achieve accurate stability check and
stability risk localization for a hybrid AC/DC grid, the Ybus
based method will be enhanced to eliminate its limitations as
listed in TABLE 1.

As the basis for enhancement, the nodal admittance matrix
of the test system should be formulated, and before that, all
components should be modelled as parallel or series admit-
tance networks. To integrate the dynamic coupling induced
by asymmetrical converter control in admittance modelling,
the AC side of grid components should include positive-
and negative-sequence ports when modelled in the natural
reference frame, or d- and q-axis ports when modelled under
dq-frame [7]. The sequence ports and dq ports can be equiv-
alently transformed to each other through linear transfor-
mation and frequency shifting [7]. For the convenience of
determining the PFs of d- and q-control loops in the critical
dynamic modes, the dq-frame modelling is selected. With the
objective of integrating AC-DC dynamic coupling in admit-
tance modelling, each HVDC converter is modelled as a three
port hybrid AC/DC admittance network, with two ports at AC
side and one port at DC side [17]. Then the SM, RES, AC fil-
ters and external grid (as parallel AC grid components) are
modelled as two port admittance network. The AC lines and
transformers (as series AC grid components) are modelled as
four port admittance network. The HVDC cable (as a series
DC grid component) is modelled as a two port admittance
network.

Since the admittance modelling of active components
including SM, RES and HVDC converter is locally lin-
earized, which depends on the angle of the local reference
frame, the models developed under local reference frames
will be rotated to a defined global reference frame [14]. Note
that the modelling of DC components and DC ports of hybrid
AC/DC components does not involve dq-frame rotations.
In addition, the stationary frame in DC side can be mapped to
the dq-frame of AC side without frequency shifting. On this
basis, all components can be directly connected in circuits
for system level analysis. Nodal admittance matrix of the
studied system is formulated in (1), as shown at the bottom
of the page, where iAC1 and IDC5 denote the current source
injections to the nodes AC1 and DC5, uAC1 and UDC5denote

the voltages of AC1 and DC5, Y11 and Y55 denote the nodal
admittances of AC1 and DC5, and other terms follow the
same notation.

In comparison to the commonly used nodal admittance
matrix that is formulated using single phase or sequence
component variables, the nodal current of each AC node
in (1), e.g. iAC1, is a column vector comprised of d- and q-axis
currents under global reference frame, e.g. as denoted by Id1
and Iq1. Each AC admittance element in the nodal admittance
matrix is a 2-order matrix instead of a single quantity. The
integration of DC grid nodes in the node-voltage equation
gives a hybrid AC-DC nodal admittance matrix.

Having LK and TK as the left and right eigenvector matri-
ces of YKK obtained through matrix decomposition [22], the
eigenvalue admittance matrix YM of YKK is also obtained,
as illustrated in Figure 2. Through setting iM = TKiK and
uM = TKuK, the system iK = YKKuK in nodal coordinate
system can be transformed to iM = YMuM in modal coordi-
nate system. Then inversing the modal admittance matrix YM
yields the modal impedance matrix

ZM = Y−1M = LKY
−1
KKTK (2)

where LK = T−1K . Performing frequency scanning
to the frequency-dependent modal impedances Zm1(s),
Zm2(s), . . . ,Zmn(s), i.e. the diagonal terms of ZM, the
critical dynamic modes can be determined by the peaks
of the impedance amplitude versus frequency curves,
which is the basis concept of resonance mode analysis
(RMA) [19]. The frequencies at curve peaks indicate the fre-
quencies of dynamic modes. The stability of the k th dynamic
mode can firstly be checked by the real part value of the corre-
sponding complex-valued modal impedance at the oscillation
frequency fk , i.e. the R(fk ) of

Zmn(fk ) = R(fk )+ jX (fk ) (3)

if R(fk ) < 0, the dynamic mode is unstable due to negative
damping while the dynamic mode is stable if R(fk ) > 0 due
to positive damping, and the damping ratio ξk can be defined
as

ξk =
1

2Qk
=
1fk
2fk

(4)

where Qk denotes the quality factor of k th resonance cir-
cuit, as defined by the frequency-to-bandwidth ratio of the
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Y11 02×2 Y13 02×2 02×1 02×1 02×2 02×2
02×2 Y22 Y23 02×2 02×1 02×1 02×2 02×2
Y31 Y32 Y33 Y34 02×1 02×1 02×2 Y38
02×2 02×2 Y43 Y44 y45 02×1 02×2 02×2
01×2 01×2 01×2 y54 Y55 Y56 01×2 01×2
01×2 01×2 01×2 01×2 Y65 Y66 y67 01×2
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resonance circuit, and 1fk denotes the resonance bandwidth
at half maximum, which is the difference between the two
neighbored frequencies (of fk ) at which the impedance ampli-
tudes are equal to half of the peak amplitude value (at fk ) [23].
The other common nearly equivalent definition for Q is the
ratio of the energy stored in the oscillating resonance circuit
to the energy dissipated per cycle by damping processes [23].

After identifying critical dynamic modes, the system can
be transformed from modal coordinate system back to nodal
coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 2. The eigenvector
matrix TK or LK can be used to determine the PFs of both AC
and DC grid nodes for the dynamic modes. An alternative
way of dynamic mode identification and stability assessment
is to evaluate the poles of the closed loop system [24], [25]

uK = Y−1KK(s)iK (5)

taking the nodal current vector iK as input and the bus voltage
vector uK as output, i.e. solving

det [YKK(s)] = 0 => sk = σk + jωk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) (6)

where σk is the attenuation factor of the mode and ωk = 2π fk
is the oscillation angular frequency. The damping ratio ξk can
be defined as

ξk =
−σk√
σ 2
k + ω

2
k

(7)

if σk > 0, the dynamic mode is unstable.

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of resonance mode analysis (RMA).

Note that the real part R(fk ) of modal impedance in (3),
in which the Laplace operator s is an imaginary value, and the
attenuation factor σk of the closed system pole in (6), in which
s is a complex value, are complete different quantities, which
should not be mixed up in the formulation of damping ratio.

Moreover, finding the poles of closed loop system trans-
fer function through solving the roots of det [YKK(s)] = 0
requires that each element of the matrix YKK(s) is given in
the form of continuous function of frequency [26], which
is not the case as illustrated in Appendixes A-C, thus the
point-by-point numerical manipulation over frequency and
the approximation, e.g. by vector fitting [27], on each set of

frequency response by a continuous function of frequency
is needed, which is a major disadvantage of this approach.
Furthermore, due to the better visualization and physical
meaning of impedance versus frequency curves in dynamic
mode identification than the poles of closed-loop transfer
function, only the (modal impedance) frequency scanning
method as illustrated in Figure 2 and Eq. (2)-(4) will be
considered for further analysis.

III. GRID MODEL
The 8-bus grid in Figure 1 is adopted for analysis. The
component models and their main parameters are given
in TABLE 2. For the SM, the detailed round rotor syn-
chronous machine model from MATLAB/Simscape library
is adopted [28]. For the RES, the virtual synchronous
machine (VSM) control, as one of the grid-forming (GFM)
control methods, is adopted, as shown in Figure 3. The
readers are referred to [29] for the details on the design of
the VSM. For the HVDC, the generally used grid-following
(GFL) control in real applications is adopted. Detailed circuit
and control diagrams of the HVDC converters are shown
in Figure 4.

GFL converters use phase-locked loop (PLL) to synchro-
nize with grid, while the GFM converter automatically syn-
chronize with grid through the swing blocks in VSM core,
as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 individually. For the trans-
formers, the typically used T model is considered, the series
branch is described by the short-circuit voltage expressed
in percentage (ur as resistive part and ux as inductive part),
and the shunt magnetizing branch is described by paralleled
resistance and inductance, both of which are set as 500 pu [7].

With the above configuration, the interaction of GFL
converter, GFM converter and SM is involved in the test
system. To prepare for the stability analysis, the dq-frame
admittance models of SM and RES are derived referring
to [30], as presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.
Similarly, the three-port admittance modelling of HVDC
converters through combining the control and power stage
equations (including the AC-DC power balance) is con-
ducted and validated through EMT simulations, as presented
in Appendix C. Note that two DC voltage compensation
modes for the modulation of HVDC converters are com-
monly seen in literatures [18], [31], as distinguished by con-
stant DC voltage Udc0 compensation and instantaneous DC
voltage udc compensation, as shown in in Figure 4. Both
modes will be considered to show their impact on stability
assessment.

IV. CASE STUDIES
After validating the derived admittance models of RES,
SM and HVDC converters, the nodal admittance matrix of
the test grid can be formulated through connecting the grid
components into circuits and used for verifying the effective-
ness of the proposed method. An overview of the case studies
is given in TABLE 3.
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TABLE 2. Brief description and main parameters of the grid model.

FIGURE 3. Circuit and control diagram of the adopted VSM-based RES.

TABLE 3. An overview of the case studies.

A. STABILITY IMPACT OF WEAK GRID CONNECTION
Firstly, the simplified grid as shown in Figure 5 is adopted for
analysis. The AC Grid-A and AC Grid-B are both modelled
as ideal voltage sources with series RL impedances, and they
are characterized by the short circuit ratios of SCR-A and
SCR-B. The X/R ratio of their RL impedances is fixed to 50.

FIGURE 4. Circuit and control diagram of the HVDC system.

The left side HVDC converter is operated in the active power
control mode, and its setpoint is set as P = 0.6 pu. The right
side HVDC converter is operated in the DC voltage control
mode. Both converters adopt the instantaneous DC voltage
(udc) compensation. Initially, both SCR-A and SCR-B are set
to 4, i.e. the short circuit capacities of AC Grid-A and AC
Grid-B are 4 GVA, then they are reduced to 2 to show the
stability impact of weak grid.

Frequency scanning of the resulted modal impedances
Zm1(s),Zm2(s). . .Zmn(s) for SCR-A=2 and SCR-B=2 are
presented in Figure 6. Curve peaks in the amplitude plot indi-
cate dynamic/resonancemodes, and the corresponding values
in the real part plot indicate if the damping is positive or nega-
tive. For simple illustration, only two critical dynamic modes
at around 7 Hz and 18 Hz are shown, as indicated by the
orange and green solid lines for the instantaneous DC voltage
(udc) compensationmode. Note that the green solid line partly
overlap with the blue dashed line. The positive damping of
the 7 Hz resonance mode indicates a damped oscillation and
the damping ratio is around ξk = 0.7Hz / (2 × 7 Hz) = 0.05
according to (4). The negative damping of the 18 Hz reso-
nance mode indicates an undamped oscillation, as validated
in Figure 7 (a). Note that the unstable resonance mode from
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analytical results matches the sustaining oscillation wave-
form due to the controller saturation as oscillation grows.

FIGURE 5. Simplification to the test grid in Fig.1: replacing AC Grid-A with
a Thevenin circuit and disconnecting the AC transmission line.

FIGURE 6. Modal impedances by SCR-A=2 and SCR-B=2 for VSC-A with
udc compensation (solid lines) and Udc0 compensation (dashed lines).

FIGURE 7. EMT simulation validation of modal analysis for weak grids.

TABLE 4. Node PFs (%) for different DC voltage compensation modes.

Node participation factors for each resonance mode (total
value is 100 in %) are presented in TABLE 4, from which

the domination of the 7 Hz mode by the q-ports of AC3
and AC4, and the domination of the 18 Hz mode by the
d-ports of AC7 and AC8 are identified. In other words,
the 7 Hz mode is induced by the interaction of the left side
HVDC converter (VSC-A) with the weak grid connection
(AC Grid-A), mainly involving the q-control loop (including
PLL) of VSC-A, while the 18 Hz mode is induced by the
interaction of the right sideHVDC converter (VSC-B) and the
weak grid connection, mainly involving the d-control loop of
VSC-B. The contributions of DC nodes to the 18 Hz mode
are also indicated by the PFs of the nodes DC5 and DC6.
However, the instantaneous DC voltage (udc) compensation
in VSC-A blocks the propagation of the 18 Hz oscillation
from AC Grid-B to AC Grid-A.

B. STABILITY IMPACT OF DC VOLTAGE COMPENSATION
MODE
DCvoltage compensation using either the constant valueUdc0
or the instantaneous value udc is widely used in converter
modulation [18], [31]. For the PQ-controlled HVDC con-
verter (VSC-A), replacing instantaneous udc compensation
with constant Udc0 compensation mainly influences the 7 Hz
resonance mode, as indicated by the modal impedances
shown in Figure 6. For the Udc0 compensation mode, the
damping of the 7 Hz resonance (red dashed line) is positive
and the damping ratio is around ξk = 1Hz / (2×7 Hz) ≈ 0.07
according to (4), which is slightly larger than the damping
ratio of the udc compensationmode around 0.05, as calculated
in Section IV.C. For simplicity, this statement can be qualita-
tively obtained by looking at the sharpness of the amplitude
curve peaks. A less sharped amplitude peak indicates larger
damping ratio, which can be validated by comparing the EMT
simulation results in Figure 7 (a) and (b). Another observation
form the EMT- simulation in Figure 7 (b) is, the sending
end 7 Hz waveform (blue line) in the time range of 3-4 s
is superimposed by the 18 Hz oscillation component in the
time range of 4-5 s. And this phenomenon can be furtherly
explained by the node PF analysis as shown in TABLE 4.
WhenVSC-A adoptsUdc0 compensation, the ACGrid-A side
nodes also participate the 18 Hz resonance mode, besides, the
AC Grid-B side nodes have slight participation in the 7 Hz
resonance mode. The observed phenomenon clearly reflects
the AC-DC dynamic coupling.

C. STABILITY IMPACT OF THE PARALLEL AC LINE FOR
HVDC
As already shown in above subsections, the simplified test
grid in Figure 5 is stable at SCR-A=4 and SCR-B=4, and
becomes unstable when SCR-B is reduced to 2. If increasing
SCR-A to 6 and keeping SCR-B as 2, the overall SCR of the
HVDC connections is still 8. Under this condition, it will be
checked if the 18 Hz resonance mode can be stabilized by
connecting the parallel AC line for HVDC. Then the new test
grid is illustrated by Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the modal impedances considering the
following Scenarios: (a) no AC line connection; (b) single
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FIGURE 8. Simplification to the test grid in Fig.1: replacing AC Grid-A with
a Thevenin circuit.

FIGURE 9. Modal impedances of the system by: no parallel AC line (solid
line), single AC line (dashed line), double AC line (dotted line).

FIGURE 10. Stability impact of the parallel AC line in EMT simulation.

TABLE 5. PFs (%) of the 18 Hz mode for different AC line cases.

AC line connection; (c) double AC line connection. All the
scenarios have SCR-A=6, SCR-B=2 andUdc0 compensation
mode for VSC-A. Note that all the SCR values in the paper
refer to the HVDC capacity. In Scenario (a), the 18 Hz
resonance mode is still unstable due to the negative damp-
ing as indicated in the impedance real part plot, while in

Scenarios (b) and (c), the system is stabilized by connecting
the parallel AC line(s). In comparison to Scenario (c), the
resonance peak in Scenario (b) is much sharper, which indi-
cates a smaller damping ratio according to (4). The 7 Hz res-
onance mode observed in Section IV.A and IV.B disappears
because the AC Grid-A is strengthened. Above analytical
results are then validated by the EMT simulation results as
shown in Figure 10. The PFs of DC grid nodes as presented in
TABLE 5 shows that the AC-DC dynamic coupling in HVDC
is weakened by the parallel AC line in this case.

FIGURE 11. Modal impedances when AC Grid-A is modelled as thevenin
circuit with SCR-A=2.8 or as SM and RES.

FIGURE 12. EMT simulations with different models of AC Grid-A.

TABLE 6. PFs (%) of the 18 Hz mode for SCR-B=2 and different AC Grid-A
models.

D. STABILITY IMPACT OF SM AND RES
In above analysis, the left and right side external grids are
bothmodelled as Thevenin circuits. To create amore practical
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impedance profile, the ACGrid-A is replaced by SM andRES
(see Figure 1). And the influence of replacing the Thevenin
circuit (with SCR-A=2.8) with SM and RES (in total of
2.8 GVA capacity) is analyzed for the scenarios of vary-
ing SCR-B from 4 to 2. Note that the parallel double AC
lines of the HVDC link are kept connected in the system.
Figure 11 shows the analytical results. When AC Grid-A is
modelled as Thevenin circuit, varying SCR-B from 4 to 2 dis-
tabilize the system at the 18 Hz dynamic mode. In compar-
ison to Section IV.C, the strength of AC Grid-A is set as
SCR-A=2.8 (unstable) instead of SCR-A=6 (stable). After
replacing Thevenin circuit with SM / RES, the variation of
SCR-B from 4 to 2 does not destabilize the system. And
this stability assessment result is furtherly validated by the
EMT simulations as shown in Figure 12. Note that the 7 Hz
resonance mode observed in Section IV.A and IV.B has not
been observed again as the strength of AC Grid-A has not
been decreased down to SCR-A=2 again and the parallel AC
lines of HVDC are connected in the system.

For the scenarios with SCR-B=2, the PFs of grid nodes
are presented in TABLE 6. After replacing the AC Grid-A
(Thevenin circuit) with SM and RES, the left side AC grid has
more participation in the 18 Hz dynamicmode as the summed
PF of AC1-AC4 becomes larger, while the AC-DC dynamic
coupling becomes weaker as indicated by the smaller PFs of
the DC grid nodes. Another finding from the PF results is,
the SM branch participates several times more than the RES
branch in the 18 Hz dynamic mode. If furtherly increasing
the RES penetration, the stabilizing effect from SM and RES
in this case may become weakened. Further analysis on this
effect will be presented in a separate paper.

E. DISCUSSION OF OSCILLATION MITIGATION DESIGN
In above subsections, participation factor analysis for the
dynamic modes of a simple AC/DC grid was conducted con-
sidering different stability impacts. According to the results
in TABLE 4 - TABLE 6, the grid nodes AC3 and AC4
have the dominating PFs for the around 7 Hz dynamic mode
and the grid nodes AC7 and AC8 have the dominating PFs for
the around 18 Hz dynamic mode in most grid conditions as
shown in Figure 1, Figure 5 and Figure 8, thus an oscillation
mitigation scheme might be preferably configured at these
grid nodes [9]. A very effective way is to add active damping
control in the HVDC converters at AC3 and AC7, so that
no additional passive or active damping devices should be
installed there [7], [20]. Moreover, proper damping design
in HVDC converters can de-risk the potential oscillation
stability for a wide frequency range until the limits of their
PWM modulation capability are reached [8], [32], [33].

Apart from the mitigation design in HVDC converters,
the damping capability of the RES at AC3, i.e. the active
damping in the VSM control scheme here, could also be fully
deployed to furtherly increase the overall damping level of the
system [29]. However, careful design should be conducted to
prevent potential control interactions.

V. CONCLUSION
A straightforward nodal admittance matrix based method,
that integrates the detailed dynamics of AC and DC grids
as well as AC-DC dynamic coupling, is proposed to assess
the stability of converter-interfaced hybrid AC/DC grids. The
proposed method not only prevents knowing the number of
RHP poles of system minor loop gain as required by Nyquist
basedmethod, but also helps identify dynamicmodes and PFs
of grid components. It is especially advantageous compared
to state-space based method, because it does not strictly rely
on white-box models, the partial admittance models can also
be measured or obtained from product vendors.

The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated by
case studies with a simple hybrid AC/DC grid consisting
embedded HVDC, SM and RES. The stability impacts of
varying grid strengths, converter DC voltage compensation
mode and switching states of parallel AC line as well as
the model variation of AC Grid-A are analyzed. Influences
on the AC-DC dynamic coupling are analyzed through grid
node PF analysis. It is shown, the GFL controlled HVDC
faces potential resonance risk from weak grid connection,
and the observed AC-DC dynamic coupling from HVDC
converters can introduce the interaction of the connected
AC grids. Besides, modelling the connected AC grid of
an HVDC converter as simplified Thevenin circuit greatly
changes the stability assessment result compared to detailed
AC grid model. Moreover, the GFL and GFM converters and
SM can operate stably in the considered conditions, and the
SM branch participates more than the VSM-controlled RES
branch in stabilizing the system in the case study.

In the future, highly meshed AC/DC grids are expected,
and the AC-DC dynamic coupling effect is expected to get
stronger when HVDC is configured with GFM control (due
to the conflict between AC side power availability and DC
voltage control) or in a multi-terminal HVDC system with
drooped DC voltage control. Moreover, the ever-growing
complexity of DC grid may introduce new dynamic modes
and/or potentially have larger impact on the dynamic modes
which are presently dominated by AC grid, i.e. some dynamic
mode could be simultaneouly dominated by both AC and DC
grid nodes. The proposedmethod could be used to analyze the
stability risks from such configurations. Furthermore, as the
study case is a small system, whether there is any limitation
of the proposed method from system size or not would be
addressed in future works.

APPENDIX A
SM MODEL
A round rotor SM is considered. The machine has one damp-
ing winding in the direct-axis (subscript D) and two damping
windings in the quadrature-axis (subscript Q1 and Q2). The
field winding is oriented in the direct-axis. When param-
eterized with fundamental parameters and written in per-
unit form, the flux equations of the SM can be formulated
as (8), shown at the bottom of the next page, where ωb and ω
denote the base and rotor angular frequency, the subscripts d,
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q represent stator d-axis and q-axis under the rotating
rotor dq-frame, D, Q denote rotor direct- and quadrature-
axis, f denotes the field winding in direct-axis, Ld and Lq
are synchronous inductances, Lf,LD,LQ1 and LQ2 are the
self-inductances of the field winding and damper windings
in direct and quadrature axes, Lad and Laq are d and q axis
mutual inductances, which satisfy Ld = Lσ + Lad, Lq =
Lσ +Laq and Lf = Lfd+Lad, with Lσ denoting stator leakage
inductance and Lfd denoting rotor field circuit inductance.
The swing and electrical torque equations in per-unit form
are:

J ω̇ = Tm − Te − Dω, θ̇ = ωb (ω − ω0) ,Te = ψdiq − ψqid
(9)

where Te and Tm are the electrical and mechanical torques,
θ is the rotor angle, and ω0 is the per-unit steady-state
frequency. On the basis that the prime-mover’s speed gov-
ernor is slow compared to the fast transients under con-
sideration, Tm is assumed to be constant. Moreover, the
exciter and power system stabilizer (PSS) dynamics are dis-
regarded, resulting a constant field voltage uf, if desired,
these dynamics can be included in the model [34]. Then
performing small-signal analysis to (8) and (9), rewriting
them in Laplace-form and solving rotor speed dynamic from
the swing and electrical torque equations yield

1us = −Zss1is −1ωLssis0 + Zsr1ir +1ωLsmir0
0 = −Zrs1is + Zrr1ir

1ω = −GmiTs0
(
C2 + 2LsmZ−1rr Zrs

)
1is (10)

where Zss, Zsr, Zrr, and Zrs, as shown at the bottom of the
next page, the symbol 1 denotes small-signal value, 1us =[
1ud 1uq

]Tand 1is =
[
1id 1iq

]Tdenote the column
vectors of stator small-signal voltages and currents, 1ir =[
1if 1iD 1iQ1 1iQ2

]Tdenotes the column vector of rotor
small-signal currents, is0 and ir0 are the steady-state values
of is and ir. Jointly solving the small-signal equations in (10)
gives the SM impedance under local rotor rotating dq-frame

1us = −Z r
dq1is

Z r
dq = Zss − ZsrZ−1rr Zrs

+GmiTs0
(
C2 + 2LsmZ−1rr Zrs

)
(Lsmir0 − Lssis0)

(11)

Then Zrdq is furtherly transformed to the local steady-state
dq-frame through rotating back the angle deviation δ0
between rotor and stator, as formulated in

Zdq = T−1dq Z
r
dqTdq with Tdq =

1
√
2

[
cos δ0 sin δ0
− sin δ0 cos δ0

]
(12)

where Zdq is the SM output impedance under system
dq-frame. The corresponding admittance can be simply
obtained by matrix inversion. The linearized impedance
model is then validated using detailed time-domain model
from MATLAB/ Simscape, the validation results are omitted
for saving sapce. The adopted standard parameters, as given
in TABLE 7, can be transformed to the fundamental parame-
ters as used in the derived model according to [35].

TABLE 7. SM standard parameters in per-unit values.

APPENDIX B
RES MODEL
The VSM model in [29] is applied for the RES generation,
as shown in Figure 3. The VSM is composed of a VSM
core, a virtual circuit and an active damping. The VSM core
is used to provide a reference for the inner source voltage.
The virtual circuit introduces a virtual impedance in series
to the RES output filter, which increases the damping of the
dynamic modes around nominal frequency. The active damp-
ing employs a lead-lag filter to counteract the high-frequency
LC oscillation from the AC filter.

The instantaneous power measured with phase (abc) quan-
tities is equivalent to

p = idud + iquq, q = iduq − iqud (13)

where udq =
[
ud uq

]T and idq =
[
id iq

]T are the column
vectors of the system dq-frame current and voltages. The Q&
V droop control in VSM core is deactivated by setting kv = 0.
Linearizing the active power equation for the operating point
u0 =

[
Ud0 Uq0

]T and i0 =
[
Id0 Iq0

]T yields

1p = iT01udq + u
T
01idq (14)



ud = −Rsid + ψ̇d/ωb − ωψq

uq = −Rsiq + ψ̇q/ωb + ωψd

uf = Rfif + ψ̇f/ωb

0 = RDiD + ψ̇D/ωb

0 = RQ1iQ1 + ψ̇Q1/ωb

0 = RQ2iQ2 + ψ̇Q2/ωb



ψd = −Ldid + Ladif + LadiD
ψq = −Lqiq + LaqiQ1 + LaqiQ2
ψf = −Ladid + Lfif + LadiD
ψD = −Ladid + Ladif + LDiD
ψQ1 = −Laqiq + LQ1iQ1 + LaqiQ2
ψQ2 = −Laqiq + LaqiQ1 + LQ2iQ2

(8)
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Then linearizing the swing equation

ω = (Pref − p− pPf)/(TAIs), pPf = kPf(ω − ωref)
θ = ωωb/s+ kDfωb(ω − ωref)

(15)

and substituting 1p into it leads to

1θ = GSYNC

(
iT01udq + u

T
01idq

)
,

GSYNC =
−ωb (1+ kDfs)
s (TAs+ kPf)

(16)

Note that the P / f droop control is configured to work
under the limited frequency sensitive mode at over frequency
(LFSM-O). When the frequency is within 50.2 Hz, this
control function is not activated, thus can be considered as
kPf = 0. Then performing small-signal analysis to the inner
voltage control, virtual circuit and active damping branches
yields

1mc
dq = 1edq − Gvc1icdq + Gad1ucdq

Gad = kad
s+ ωlead

s+ ωlag
,Gvc =

τrvs
1+ τrvs

 rv 0

0 rv


−

 0 xv

−xv 0

 (17)

where the superscript c indicates the variables under control
dq-frame. The transformation between control dq-frame and
system dq-frame can be illustrated by[

xcd
xcq

]
=

[
cos(1θ) sin(1θ)
− sin(1θ ) cos(1θ )

] [
xd
xq

]
= T1θ

[
xd
xq

]
(18)

where the angle deviation1θ equals to the VSM core angle θ
minus the grid voltage angle θ0. Applying this transformation

to current, voltage and modulation index yields
1mdq = −C2m01θ +1mc

dq
1ucdq = C2u01θ +1udq
1icdq = C2i01θ +1idq

C2 =

[
0 1
−1 0

]
(19)

wherem0 denotes the steady state values ofmc
dq, and u0 and i0

follow the same notations. Then the power-stage small-signal
equation can be written as

e−0.5Tss(1− e−Tss)
Tss︸ ︷︷ ︸
GD

1mdq −1udq

=

[
Rc + sLc/ωb −Lc

Lc Rc + sLc/ωb

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ZRL

1idq (20)

where GD models the control delay and sampling pro-
cess. Jointly solving the above linearized equations yields
(21), as shown at the bottom of the page, where g2×1 =
GD (GadC2u0 − GvcC2i0 − C2m0).

TABLE 8. Parameters of the aggregated VSM-controlled RES.

The derived output impedance of VSM under system
dq-frame Zdq is validated using detailed nonlinear EMT
model with the parameters as given in TABLE 8. Due to space
reason, the validation results are not presented here.

Zss =
[
Rs + Lds/ωb −ω0Lq

ω0Ld Rs + Lqs/ωb

]
,Lsm =

[
0 0 −Laq −Laq
Lad Lad 0 0

]
Zsr =

[
Lads/ωb Lads/ωb −ω0Laq −ω0Laq
ω0Lad ω0Lad Laqs/ωb Laqs/ωb

]
,Lss =

[
0 −Lq
Ld 0

]

Zrr =


Rf + Lfs/ωb Lads/ωb 0 0
Lads/ωb RD + LDs/ωb 0 0

0 0 RQ1 + LQ1s/ωb Laqs/ωb
0 0 Laqs/ωb RQ2 + LQ2s/ωb



Zrs =


Lads/ωb 0
Lads/ωb 0

0 Laqs/ωb
0 Laqs/ωb

 ,Gm =
1

Js+ D
,C2 =

(
Lq − Ld

) [ 0 1
1 0

]

1udq = −
(
(1− GDGad) I2 − GSYNCg2×1iT0

)−1 (
ZRL + GDGvc − GSYNCg2×1uT0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zdq

1idq (21)
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APPENDIX C
HVDC CONVERTER MODEL
Circuit and control diagrams of HVDC converters are shown
in Figure 4. For both converters, the transfer function of the
standard SRF-PLL is

θPLL = ωPLL/s = ucqHPLL (s) /s (22)

where HPLL(s) denotes the transfer function of the PI con-
troller in PLL. Assuming a small-signal perturbation 1θPLL
on the PLL angle, the variables in system dq-frame can be
rotated to the control dq-frame by multiplying

T1θPLL =
[

cos(1θPLL) sin(1θPLL)
− sin(1θPLL) cos(1θPLL)

]
≈

[
1 1θPLL

−1θPLL 1

]
(23)

Then we will have

ucdq = T1θPLLudq, i
c
dq = T1θPLL idq,mdq = T−11θPLLm

c
dq (24)

Performing small-signal analysis to above equations and
jointly solving them yields

1θ = GPLL1uq, GPLL = HPLL/(s+ Ud0HPLL),

1ucdq = Gu
PLL1udq

1icdq = Gi
PLL1udq +1idq,1mdq = Gm

PLL1udq +1m
c
dq

(25)

Gu
PLL =

[
1 Uq0GPLL
0 1− Ud0GPLL

]
,Gi

PLL =

[
0 Iq0GPLL
0 −Id0GPLL

]
,

Gm
PLL =

[
0 −Mq0GPLL
0 Md0GPLL

]
(26)

where Ud0,Uq0, Id0, Iq0,Md0, Mq0 denote the steady state
voltages, currents and modulation indexes and can be written
in vector form as

u0 =
[
Ud0 Uq0

]T
, u0 =

[
Id0 Iq0

]T
, u0 =

[
Md0 Mq0

]T
(27)

The power-stage and control equations can be written in
small-signal form as

1uc,dq −1udq = ZRL1idq
1mc

dq = HCC1irefdq − GCC1icdq
,GCC =

[
HCC Kd
−Kd HCC

]
(28)

where HCC describes the current PI controller and uc,dq
describes the modulated converter voltage as represented by

uc,dq = GDmdqudc/udc = GDmdq
uc,dq = GDmdqudc/Udc0

(29)

for the udcand Udc0 compensation mode respectively. Lin-
earizing them leads to

1uc,dq = GD1mdq,1uc,dq = GD1mdq + GDm01udc/Udc0

(30)

Then assuming an AC-DC power lossless conversion,
we have

p = iducd + iqucq = iTdquc,dq = idcudc − 0.5Cdcu2dcs/ωb

(31)

which can be linearized to

iT01uc,dq + u
T
c01idq = 1idcUdc0 + Idc01udc

−CdcUdc01udcs/ωb (32)

Fort the power control mode converter, it is set 1i∗dq = 0.

For the voltage control mode converter, the current reference
dynamics can be written as[

1irefd
1irefq

]
=

[
01×2

−HVacuT0G
u
PLL

]
1udq +

[
Hvdc
0

]
1udc

= A21udq + b2×11udc (33)

where HVdc and HVac describe a PI controller and a PT1
element respectively. Combining the above equations, the
relation between AC ports and DC port variables under
instantaneous DC voltage (udc) compensation can be solved
as [

−1idq
1idc

]
=

[
Ydqdq ydqdc
ydcdq Ydcdc

] [
1udq
1udc

]

=

 Ydd Ydq Yddc
Yqd Yqq Yqdc
Ydcd Ydcq Ydcdc

[1udq
1udc

]
(34)

where I2 denotes the second-order identity matrix and

Ydqdq = (ZRL + GDGCC)
−1 (I2 − GD(Gm

PLL − GCCGi
PLL)

)
ydqdc = [ 0 0 ]T

ydcdq =
(
iT0 − (iT0ZRL + m

T
0GD)Ydq

)
/Udc0

Ydcdc = −Idc0/Udc0 + Cdcs/ωb

(35)

for the power control mode converter while

Ydqdq = (ZRL + GDGCC)
−1 (I2 − GD(Gm

PLL

+HCCA2 − GCCGi
PLL)

)
ydqdc = − (ZRL + GDGCC)

−1GDHCCb2×1

ydcdq =
(
iT0 − (iT0ZRL + m

T
0GD)Ydq

)
/Udc0

Ydcdc = −
(
(iT0ZRL + m

T
0GD)ydqdc + Idc0

)
/Udc0 + Cdcs/ωb

(36)

for the voltage control mode converter. Comparing
(35) and (36), the power control mode has weaker AC-DC
coupling than the voltage control mode converter. However,
if replacing udc compensation with constant DC voltage
(Udc0) compensation in the power control mode converter,
we have

ydqdc = − (ZRL + GDGCC)
−1m0/Udc0

Ydcdc = −
(
(iT0ZRL + m

T
0GD)ydqdc + Idc0

)
/Udc0 + Cdcs/ωb

(37)
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which strengthens the AC-DC coupling. Similarly, the admit-
tance model of the voltage control mode converter can be
adapted for Udc0compensation. Note that the per-unit base
system for the AC and DC pu quantities of above models are
chosen in the way to achieve invariant AC-DC power trans-
formation [7]. Using the parameters as given in TABLE 9,
the three-port admittance model in (34) is validated through
EMT simulation.

TABLE 9. Parameters of HVDC converters.

FIGURE 13. Comparison of HVDC converter admittance response from
EMT simulation (circles) and the analytical admittance model (solid line).

As an example, the validation of the power control model
converter with Udc0compensation is presented in Figure 13.
The impedance amplitudes are shown in dB of Ohms and the
impedance angles are shown in degrees, as denoted by ‘◦’.
The observed error around 2 Hz may come from the inac-
curate frequency extraction. As the low frequency near 0 Hz
in dq-frame corresponds to a frequency around the nominal
grid frequency 50 Hz in the phase or sequence domain.
It is difficult to accurately extract a small-signal frequency
component near 50 Hz from a measured signal dominated by
the fundamental frequency component.
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